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Treemap is a responsive JavaScript library for creating hierarchical treemaps on the web. The treemaps are available for use in desktop, mobile, and tablet. Treemaps can have multiple stacks, multiple states,
nested, etc. Treemap supports 21 different types of charts and is a free and open-source library. A complete JS library to create different charts. It includes a set of components: Line, Rect, Circle, Bar, Column,
Donut, Pie, Combo, Gauge, Sparkline, Scatter, Skylines, Stacked Bar, Scattergun, and Static chart. This is all wrapped into a JavaScript library that can be used to set up your charts on the web. This is a fully
responsive chart library that is licensed under GPLv3. The license is free, open source, and this chart is compatible with every browser that has the Flash Player. Chart.js is the JavaScript library for building &
displaying data-driven charts. The library is well-documented and supports different types of bar, line, pie, radar, and more. The main features include custom CSS styling, animation, zoom/pan, exporting to

SVG/PDF/PNG/JPEG, and the provision of labels to each point. D3.js is an open-source tool for manipulating and visualizing data. It is widely used for creating top-down and bottom-up charts. D3.js uses SVG, CSS,
and HTML5 for data visualization. It requires SVG.js for the HTML5 element support. All features are well documented, and the D3 API is easy to understand. Flotr is a responsive JavaScript library for building

visualizations. It provides over 100 plotting options, and each can be customized to display different information. It also includes 6 different charts: bar, line, bar-slice, radar, pie, funnel, and checkboxes, which
have been detailed with complete tutorials.
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Moving to next, we have Flot, a free plotting library built for jQuery. Flot is mainly used for creating
diagrams like bar and pie charts, including donuts and curves. Its relatively straightforward to use for

creating multi line graphs and interactive charts. The Flot website provides comprehensive
documentation and examples. Its not only Google charts, which provide you with nice looking charts
and interactive data representations. The jQuery charting library called Charts, while simpler than

Google charting, still provides quite an array of the standard charts, including pie charts, bar charts,
line charts and error bars. On the other hand, it is only integrated with the jQuery library, so you can
only use it with jQuery. Luckily, there is no need to deal with some of the complexities of the charts.
The biggest feature of this library is the wealth of prebuilt charts, their flexibility and dynamism. In

order to use this library, only a simple jQuery code is needed to initialize the plot. The last library on
the list is Highcharts, a free JavaScript API for charting. The library provides several chart types, from

column charts to bubble charts, line charts, bar charts, area charts, maps, gauge charts, or time
charts. They are fairly easy to use and you just need to include a single file of JavaScript. Usually, the
charting is achieved by including in your page, which only needs to include the javascript file. If you
are using PHP, you can use Highcharts to render HTML charts. Javascript charting libraries are one of

the best ways to help the user to analyze the data they are presented with. Charts or graphs are
very well explained with visual stimuli. But if we go with a library that does not provide the kind of
high-level instructions that a programmer wants, he has to dig deep into the source code to find

those instructions. It is tough and time-consuming work. 5ec8ef588b
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